
ORBITAL ENGINE CORPORATION

Orbital UAV's Modular Propulsion Solution (MPS) addresses a growing need within the tactical UAV market for aircraft
to have the flexibility and versatility to.

The car industry has always been risk-averse and the ubiquitous four-stroke piston engine was going to be
hard to beat. Thumbs down, then, for the two-stroke of tomorrow. In the early s. Consulting services[ edit ]
Design, manufacturing, development and testing facilities have been established at the Balcatta facility. The
Sarich orbital eliminated some of the Wankel's drawbacks, it suffered numerous technical difficulties of its
own. Because he was young and unmarried at the time, Krickelberg says he was chosen for a long overseas
assignment. In , the company was awarded a Banksia Award for its innovative combustion
technologyâ€”winning in the category 'Leadership in Sustainable Product Design'. Two-stroke engines are
lightweight, 'dirty' engines that run mowers, generators and some small cars, motorbikes and boats. Sarich
claimed that the orbital was light and compact enough that you could carry a spare engine in the car, should
the first one break down. These drone engines apparently use a version of the air-assisted fuel-injection tech
that was a feature of the two-stroke triple I drove a quarter of a century ago. The assets and ongoing customer
and supplier contracts were sold to Sprint Gas Aust Pty. Each combustion chamber was equivalent to just over
one cylinder. These mostly revolved around the inability to cool or lubricate some components, leaving it
prone to overheating. The orbital was not unlike a rotary. In , there were still no production cars with an
Orbital engine, but speculation continued. The reasoning for choosing a two-stroke rather than the more
conventional four stroke was that it was easier and cheaper to make. The OEC two-stroke engine offered
significant weight, cost, and efficiency advantages. Injection of LPG into the engine as a liquid rather than a
vapour is claimed to improve engine volumetric efficiency, producing more power from less fuel. Ralph
Sarich showed incredible determination in persisting for 30 years to revolutionise car engines. In Orbital fitted
its two-stroke engine to a prototype sports car and a government fleet of Ford Festivas in Australia. A
two-stroke passenger car engine. It sounds complicated, but it had a number of advantages.


